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2. Kuhn on Cross-Paradigms

The Road since Structures

Kuhn made a distinction between cultural or scientific contexts. Bilingualism involves language and its lexicon.

However, Kuhn said, "the ability to translate is necessary but not sufficient."

The impossibility of translation structures:

"Incomparability of one model of reality in another" is a principle of paradigms or perspectives on knowledge.
a resurgence of interest in Taoism from leadership and management perspective.

- two types:
  1. Relationship between generalized Taoism and generalized leadership.
  2. Relationship between Taoism in narrow sense and leadership in narrow sense.
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Global Decision Theater jointly built with the Arizona State University, US

Increasing number of int’l students studying at HUST for degree program or Chinese language study. 1823 int’l students in total in 2010

Brinton Chance Won China’s 2009 International Scientific and Technological Cooperation Award, 2008 Friendship Award of China and China Friendship Award of Hubei Province.
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